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DISPLAY PATTERNS OP TROPICAL AMERICAS' "NIHE-PRIMARIED" SOIGBIRDS

V. Saltator

X« Moynihan

ds is the fifth in a series of papers on the ritualized, social signal,

behavior patterns of some tropical American finches, tanagers , and honeycreepers,

The preceding papers of the series were concerned with the genera Chlorospingus,

Ramphocelus t and Arremonops (Moynihan, 1962b, 1962c, 19 63, and 1965). The

following account will include brief descriptions of some patterns of five

species of Saltator, large "grosbeak11 type finches. These species were not

studied in detail, but enough of their behavior was seen to permit a partial

evaluation of the comparative position of the genus.

THE STREAKED SALTATOR (S. albicollis)

Wild individuals of this species were observed in the Canal Zone and

adjacent parts of the Republic of Panama at irregular intervals between March,

1958, and April , 1962. In addition, a few individuals were trapped in some of

the same areas, and kept and studied in large aviaries on Barro Colorado Island.

According to Hellmayr (1938) , all these birds should have been representative*

of the subspecies isthmicus .

Like all the other species of the genus with which I am familiar, Streaked

Saltators seem to prefer "edge" habitats, especially the edges of second-growth

vegetation, scrub and small trees. They seldom go very far inside dense scrub,

and iWilii^^ usually range from three to twenty-

five feet above the ground, seldom or never coming down to the ground itself.

Some aspects of their general social behavior in Panama are described in

Moynihan (1962a). They are not very gregarious. They rrip ' nulnli rj
i
ni iOiiiffliii|||T|iif|ii|N#i||



pairs or^small family groups of parents with one brood of |one or twof young.

They usually do not associate with mixed flocks or individuals of other species

during either the breeding or non-breeding seasons.

The account in Skutch (1954) ^ould suggest that the general social habits and

habitat preferences of Streaked Saltators in Costa Rica and Colombia are much the

same as in Panama*

There is nothing very distinctive about the locomotory movements or intention

movements of Streaked Saltators or any other species of the genus with which I am

familiar. They all perform ritualized Wing-flicking and Tail-flicking movements

which are not significantly different, in form, from those of Ramphocelus species

or the Green-backed Sparrow (Arremonops oonirostris ) . As in the latter species,

Tail-flicking is often accompanied by fanning of the tail feathers.

The unritualized and slightly ritualized hostile movements and postures

of Streaked Saltators seem to be equally undistinguished in form, but comparatively

very rare, under natural conditions. Single individuals arid mated pairs ®£j$kf£$m

fj>*lflfl)t> apparently maintain territories or exclusive home ranges. The same individ-

uals are found in the same areas for (at least) months on end. But I never saw an

actual fight, or even close contact, between presumably territorial neighbors in

the wild. The most vigorous hostile reactions observed were performed by a captive

individual during disputes with a Buff-throated Saltator. Its hostility took the

form of Gaping (sometimes silent, sometimes accompanied by Hoarse Notes -— see

below) and ,fhead forward threat" postures (sometimes with Gamng, more often without).

Most of the displays of Streaked Saltators are vocal. Among them are "Tsit"

Notes, a variety of Hoarse Notes, Day Songs (including "Duh* 1 Notes, Whistles, and

Rattles) , and Dawn Calling.

f,Tsit ft Notes are sharp, thin, and not very loud. They may be uttered singly

or in irregular series. They are uttered in a variety of circumstances, when



several individuals are more or less close together. Sometimes they are

accompanied by escape movements or intention movements. They may he "contact"

or "call" notes or (alternatively) alarm notes. (These "Tsit" Notes may he the

same as the 11 1seek" notes which Eisenmann, 1954* heard uttered hy wild Streaked

Saltators on Barro Colorado Island.)

The Hoarse Notes can he divided into three main types. An individual caught

* it

in a trap (or held in the hand) utters long, loud, urgent-sounding "Hoarse Screams^

quite like those of many related ST>enies # These probably are purely hostile

and high intensity, produced by very strong motivation. Similar but softer

notes were uttered by the captive individual disputing with a Buff-throated

Saltator. They were closely associated with overt attack movements, and presumably

were aggressive and of moderate intensity. They appeared to be essentially

it

identical with the "Harsh Hoarse Notes of Green-backed Sparrows and Crimson-backed

Tanagers (Ramphocelus dimidiatus). Both these types of Hoarse Notes seem to be

much less common than the third type, which may (for want of a better name) be

called "Chah" Notes. "Chah" Notes are usually or always uttered in short series.

In many series, the successive notes become progressively shorter and lower in

pitch} but all the notes of some series are slightly longer than the corresponding

notes of other series. The longest "Chah" Notes may be slightly bisyllabic and

could be transcribed as "Cha-ah". The shortest notes end very abruptly and might

be transcribed as "Chak" (some are almost "Chuk"). Intermediates between the

longest and shortest notes are common, jue. the two extremes seem to intergrade

completely. "Chah" Notes of all types are uttered most frequently when one

individual joins another (its mate or another member of its own family group )l*

and when two or more individuals are moving about in more or less close proximity

to one another. Occasionally, they are uttered by apparently single individuals

landing alone. Thus, they appear to be "greeting" or "landing" patterns like the

"Medium Hoarse Notes" of Green-backed Sparrows. The longer "Chah" Notes also



sound very much like Medium Hoarse Notes, This would suggest that the two

patterns are, in fact, closely related, perhaps even strictly homologous. The

shorter "Chah" Hotee sound somewhat intermediate between the other Hoarse Notes

and the "Short Hostile Notes" of Green-backed Sparrows and some other finches

and tanagers. They may be related to both. (This is not really surprising.

Even in the case of the Green-backed Sparrow , and in other species such as

the Yellow-romped Tanagerf Ramphooelus flammigerus ioteronotus * there are

indications that Hoarse Notes and Short Hostile Notes are

&&&&&&& linked to one another in some way.) < It is possible that all. the

"Chah" Notes of Streaked Saltators, although occurring in ambivalent situations,

are purely hostile (as the Medium Hoarse Notes of Green-backed Sparrows seem to

be). The longer "Chah" Notes are not very different in sound from the Harsh

Hoarse Notes. Thev may be more aggressive than the shorter "Chah" Notes. (The

Short Hostile Notes of other species seem to be produced when the escape tendenc-

ies are at least slightly stronger than the attack tendencies. ) All or most

of the "Chah" Notes may be lower intensity, produced by weaker motivation, than
n

the Harsh Hoarse Notes.

Skutch (op. cit .) mentions "qua qua qua..." notes uttered by Costa Rican
Streaked Saltators in flight. These may be the same as, or closely related to,

the notes called "Chah11 above

.

During the breeding season, isolated and apparently single birds, presumably

unmated males or males separated from their mates*, perform Dawn Calling early

in the morning. As in related species, the Dawn Calling takes the form of series

of notes uttered at regular intervals. The length of the series is indeterminate,

ranging from very brief to very long (I heard one bird utter Dawn Calling notes

almost without interruption for over an hour) . Most of the notes in the Dawn

Calling of Streaked Saltators are clear in tone (but not whistling) and could be

*It is usually impossible to distinguish between male and female saltators

(of any species) by appearance alone in the field.



transcribed as "Kew" or "Kioo". They sound very much like the most common notes

in the Dawn Calling of Crimson-hacked Tanagers (which are abundant in many 6f the

same areas as Streaked Saltators) . It is, in fact, sometimes impossible to tell

which species is uttering the notes when the performing individual is mot in

sight # Most of the "Kew" or "Kioo" Notes uttered by Streaked Saltators are very

uniform in pitch. Sometimes, however, single notes which are very much higher

in pitch but otherwise similar to ordinary "Kew"s are interjected in the series

at irregular intervals. All or most Dawn Calling performances also include

single brief Battles, or f,KewH Notes with a pronounced rattling "undertone" , as
* •>» *•

well as the clear notes. These rattling notes may be uttered in regular altern-

• in
ation with typical "Kew" or "Kioo" Notes, or interjected less frequently and

apparently at random. These performances are reminiscent of the Dawn Calling

performances of Crimson-backed Tanagers in which single guttural or semi-rattling

"Kraa" or "Kraanh" Notes are interjected among typical ,fKew lf s. It seems very

likely that the Dawn Calling of Streaked Saltators , or at least their "Kew" or

"Kioo" Notes, are also similar to the corresponding patterns of related species

in being produced by (thwarted) sexual motivation and functioning as a signal

to attract or summon mates or potential mates.

The dawn "song" of Streaked Saltators in Costa Rica which Skutch transcribes
as "chip rrr chup chup chip rrr. .." is probably Dawn Calling like that of the
Panamanian birds.

Sisenmann transcribes what seems to be Dawn Calling by Streaked Saltators
on Barro Colorado Island as "chee-oo, chee-oo, che®-oo, cheeeee-oo" etc.

The most characteristic vocalizations of streaked Saltators in central

Panama are Day Songs. These are series of extremely varied notes. The series

are always brief, ji.e,. more or less determinate in length. A typical "complete"

Day Song begins with two or three short and rather "colorless" notes, each of

which might be transcribed by something like "Duh" . When three of these notes

are uttered, the interval between the first and second notes usually is longer

than the interval between the second and third notes. The first note often is



slightly higher in pitch than the second (and third). These introductory notes

are followed "by a long, clear, loud, and rather melodious Whistle. A typical

Whistle might be transcribed as "Wheeeeeooooo 11
. It usually begins at a high

pitch and then descends steadily, or begins moderately high, ascends briefly, and

then descends. The Whistle is followed by a Battle, usually or always longer

than the Rattles during Dawn Calling. This ends the performance.

The whole series of notes can be represented in diagrammatic form as

follows!

Performances of this type apparently are uttered only by single or isolated

birds, unmated or separated from their mates, during the breeding season. They

probably are "true" songs , as the term is used in this series of papers. They

probably attract individuals of the opposite sex and repell other individuals

of the same sex. I was not able to prove this conclusively (because there were

no overt reactions between neighbors or rivals); but the evidence , such as it is,

is highly suggestive. Certainly, a bird uttering these patterns is usually

joined by its mate (or a potential mate) sooner or later. frBaiMMHp«**lMMa»
:rilirTllArtlli^ And the form of the various notes would suggest that the motivation

of the performance as a whole is ambivalent in the way that would be expected

of true song. Rattles appear to be purely or predominantly hostile in all

related species in which it has been possible to analyze their motivation.

The »DuhH Uotes seem to be related to hostile patterns of Buff-throated Saltators

(see below). The Whistles, on the other hand, may be largely or completely

sexual. Almost all the patterns of related species which are equally clear in

tone, without any hoarseness or harshness or any trace of rattling, are known

to be produced by sexual and/or other "friendly" tendencies.

Streaked Saltators tend to utter these patterns most frequently during

the middle part of the morning, after Dawn Calling has ceased, and may continue



them throughout the day. The temporal distribution of these patterns is very

reminiscent of the "Rattle - Flourish Day Songs'1 of Brown-capped Bush-tanagers

(Chlorospingus opthalmioua )

.

Some of the probable relationships between the individual components of
Streaked Saltator Day Songs and vocalizations of other finches and tanagers

will be discussed in more detail below, after the corresponding patterns of other
saltators have been described

.

The Day Songs of Streaked Saltators in central Panama are quite stereotyped

in form. Only two variations are common # Sometimes the terminal Rattle is

omitted. Sometimes an extra, fourth, introductory "Duh11 Note is inserted before

the Whistle.

There may , x e rentices between the Songs of Streaked Saltators

in different regions. All the Song phrases of one individual studied near Gerro

Punta on the Volcan de Chiriqui in western Panama were oomposed of introductory

notes like those of the birds in central Panama, followed by one long Whistle,

followed by one short Whistle, followed by another »'Duh» Note. The Whistles them-

selves had a faint rattling undertone, but there were no pure Rattles. The only pat-

tern of Costa Rioan Streaked Saltators described by Skut.,^ i -\t be closely

related to part of the Songs of the Panama birds is Ha refrain of four or five
;r

whistled syllables, forming. an exquisitely modulated crescendo , and with the last

syllable the longest 11
.

All Panamanian Streaked Saltators utter their Day Songs from largely or

completely unritualized erect sitting postures (see figures la and lb).

The major^vocal patterns (or groups of patterns) of Panamanian Streaked

Saltators are quite "discrete" # They do not intergrade with one another to any

appreciable request. In this respect, Streaked Saltators resemble most other

finches and tanagers and are very different from Yellow-rumped Tanagers.

Three copulation attempts by Streaked Saltators were observed in central

Panama. Two of these began when the male flew straight on to the back of the



female , uttering "Chah" Notes in flight. One of these copulation attempts

was apparently successful, the other obviously unsuccessful. In neither case

was there any other display by either "bird before, during, or immediately after

the attempt. The third attempt was a little more elaborate, A female landed in

a tree, uttering tfChahrt Notes as she did so* Then she but assumed a
A

Bill-up Tail-up Posture, with her breast lowered and all the plumage of the lower

breast and belly fluffed or ruffled* At the same time , she stretched her wings

out horizontally, but apparently did not quiver them. Then a male, who had been

perched quietly in a tree about twenty feet away, flew straight on to her back and

began copulatory movements immediately* The copulation was apparently successful*

There was no post-copulatory display, but the two birds eventually flew off

together uttering "Chah" Notes*

THE BUFF-THROATED SALTATOR (S. maximus)

Wild individuals of this species were studied in the same areas of central

Panama as Streaked Saltators between March, 1958, and April, 1962| and captive

individuals also were kept in aviaries on Barro Colorado Island* According to

Hellmayr (op. cit*) , these birds should have been examples of the subspecies

intermedius*

Buff-throated Saltators are larger than Streaked Saltators but somewhat

more slender in build. They often occur along the edges of scrub and second-

growth forest which is somewhat taller (and presumably older) on the average

than the scrub preferred by Streaked Saltators} but the territories or home

ranges of individuals of the two species may be broadly or completely overlapping

in many areas. Individuals of both species sometimes occur in the same trees.

They may even sit or feed in the same branches but apparently never simult-

aneously. I have never seen (or heard) any overt , positive, reaction between

individuals of the two species (but this does not necessarily mean that the



"behavior of either one or "both species is not influenced "by the presence or prox-

imity of the other).

The general social behavior of Panamanian Buff-throated Saltators is

strikingly different from that of Panamanian Streaked Saltators in one important

respect. The Buff-throated Saltators of this region are not openly very gregarious

among themselves. Individuals of different pairs or family groups do not usually

join or follow one another in a M friendly" manner, or associate with one another

in flocks. But territorial neighbors do approach one another with some appreciable

frequency. (This must be an "intrinsic*1 difference between the two species, as

populations of the two species seem to be approximately equally dense in many

areas of central Panama. ) As far as I could tell, all or most of the encounters

between neighboring Buff-throated Saltators are largely or completely hostile.

Panamanian Buff-throated Saltators certainly perform many more overtly hostile

behavior patterns than Streaked Saltators in the same areas. They seem to be

particularly likely to perform many conspicuously aggressive , such as
A

supplanting attacks and chases.

The account of Costa Rican Buff-throated Saltators in Skutch ( op . pit.

)

would suggest that their general social behavior is at least very similar to that

of the Panamanian birds. But Skutch also says that Carriker and others found

Buff-throated Saltators in small flocks in some parts of Central America. It is

possible, therefore , that gregarious tendencies are among the factors that cause

Panamanian Buff-throated Saltators to approach one another, even when the

approaches are not obviously friendly.

Panamanian Buff-throated Saltators may be associated with individuals of

other species, of other genera, somewhat more frequently than are Streaked Saltators

(Moynihan, 1962a) $ but this may be largely due to the fa^t that other* species,

especially those species which form mixed flocks anion* themselves, are more common

in the trees preferred by Buff-throated Saltators than in the lower vegetation

preferred by Streaked Saltators.



iHMlflOlli of Panamanian Buff-throated Saltators M
MWheet"

Hotes, Hoarse Notes, "Tsit" Notes, Rattles, Flourishes, Dawn Calling* ^gHIJtifr
A

The "Vheet" Notes (all or most of which might "be equally well transcribed

as "Tseet") are clear, fairly high pitched notes of moderate length. They may

"be uttered singly or in series, sometimes short, occasionally long. They are

uttered in a great variety of more or less ambiguous situations. I have heard

such notes uttered by apparently single birds in the wild, by one or both birds

of pairs in the wild, and by captive birds in close association with both overtly

hostile and overtly sexual patterns. They are uttered much more frequently by

birds in flight, or hopping rapidly from perch to perch, than by birds sitting

still. Thus, they could be purely looomotory "flight calls" and/or hostile

signals and/or sexual signals. It may be significant, however, that the longest

and most rapid series of such notes heard during the present study were uttered

by captive individuals escaping from more ae-gressive individuals during particul-

arly violent disputes. This would suggest that many, perhaps all, "Wheet" Notes

are purely or predominantly hostile, and produced when the tendency to escape is

stronger than the tendency to attack. They may be related to the "Tsit" Notes

of Streaked Saltators, and subserve the same or similar functions, (in many,

perhaps most, other tanagers and ,finches, vocalizations which include clear

•»ee" sounds are purely or predominantly sexual. The only known exceptions, among

the neotropical forms with which I am familiar, are^ Chlorospingua apNfitf*

Atlapetes and related genera. If the
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